
VERY CONFIDENTIAL Ty reu.L•arer %nix, 0/114 0;40/7v Jam 

I, not Kelley, terminated out meeting. It had already run so long 

there remained insufficient time to file the clothing/pictures suit, which Tim 
Laser is to do for me today. I think he did not in any way attempt to deceive 

me. Be also told me little and I did not pry. We just talked, in confidence, 
about most of the things. Those things I disclosed to him, in no case in 
full but in every case in sufffcient detail to generate interest if any is 

likely I'll try and recall and lis) below. I would say that mg reception was 

friendly, especially considering that I had no appointment. I went there on 

impulse, having picked the Archives letter up at the post office on the way 

to Washington. I Was at SS from 9:15 until 1:30. 

Missing X-rays. I described then to him and told him, es is true, 
that the Kellerman receipts put me in a position to establish that he did not 
get them. 

Missing pictures: include all of the front. (Be really seemed to 
beuneware of bothJle was also unaware that the X-reys had been burned. They 

were not when 14st heissw them. Re did show them to the staff, not the Members, 

and was unaware thtt'terren had ordered Rankin to have a Member and Over-
holser examine the back pictures-which I expieined to him, as I did those of 

the clothing end why I'm suing for them. This was prior to the autopsy doctors' 

testimony, inlcuded them, and was in preparation Of their testimony. I also told 

him of 399 fragmentation and some of the proofs of perjury.) 

Geraci -Bringuier -O'Sullivan - the essence. 

Ferrie and Ferrie-O'Sullivan - the essence, including (as above) 

editing of testimony, the CAP records (and tics FBI's avoidance of). 

Arwcache-Ferrie-544Bartes-Martens-CIA4  pre-assassination inv.rstige- 

tione withheld from Commission - the essence, including emphasis on FEa with-.  
holding,and 'Character of investigation. 

Literature,printing and. distribution- included. evidence of thttd 

that-not. 	got the tlendbill, the nature of my evidence identifying-whodid 

(het his name) and of the FBI raw reports as distinguished from summary. And •' 

th7_Imeridge of how fart the SS we: turned off on this, by FBI. We spent most of 

the time onN.O. not JG, who be never Mentioned and I did but twice, in passit& : 
Indications of other IRO activity not in WR (the onex name I gave Aim Ampolsk, 

seemed strange to him and I take it it was). fie seemed to know Wall but not deB. 

In telling him of the kidnapping of Geraci, etc., I mentionedthe girl's 

name. he did not ask me to identify her and, when we discussed Philip's impres-

sions of what he was asked aput, 'Qs reaction could be taken to be a reflection 

that he did know about her. his is merely my impression. When I was telling him 

what the Geracis had told me of Philip's seduction by Mario, X said that whole 
thing was a mess. Whether he was referring to this or the Shaw homosexuality, 

ett., I did not ask. I tried to avoid asking anything. 

There is more but I've no time for it. Got Gary's card from the 
general store and would like to know that Paul has been getting what I've been 

sending. 


